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Alexandra Palace

“In short, Alexandra Palace Theatre is 

shabby chic taken to an entirely new level. 

And it is fantastic.”
Will Gompertz, BBC Arts Editor



Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios is an architectural and urban design practice with an 
international reputation for design quality, for pioneering environmental expertise and a 
progressive architectural approach.

From large-scale urban design to the all-important incidental spaces in our buildings, 
architecture can have a positive impact on society and humanity. We create buildings 
and spaces that develop our culture and enhance our communities. 

We enjoy the ‘making’ of buildings: crafting light, space and form to create 
memorable and functioning places. We continually explore new developments in the 
technology of materials and, whether working with traditional craftsmen or design 
subcontractors, we believe strongly in creative collaboration.

We started small over 40 years ago and continue to be committed to social and 
humanistic values in our work. We are proud to have delivered acclaimed buildings 
and take part of dialogue on place, heritage and climate change. We believe 
excellence in design can facilitate change, improvement and transformation in society. 

Since our inception, we have pioneered designs that have a light touch on the planet, 
low in carbon and energy-use: a new minimalism that helps us and our clients to 
mitigate the impact of climate change. While low-energy design is no longer radical, 
it is more important than ever. Our interest in reducing both embodied energy and 
whole lifecycle energy consumption, and our commitment to the wider social aspects 
of sustainability, still mark us out as leaders in environmental design.

Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios



At Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios we take an holistic approach to the design of our
buildings and do not separate between ‘interior’ and ‘exterior’ design. Our architects 
are well-rounded in all aspects of design at every scale, ranging from urban planning 
down to fitted furniture and bathrooms. We design the interiors in many of our own 
projects and it forms an integral part of our architecture.

We are used to working closely with clients and their internal teams to develop 
conceptual approaches to the interior spaces of buildings that range from the general 
to the specific and from the abstract to the detail. FCBStudios look to focus on the 
essence of the space and then bring out the inherent character of the materials to 
create elegant, simple and classic interiors.

FCBStudios have worked on interior architecture over the course of the practices’ 40 
year history. We passionately believe in the essential relationship between the interior 
and exterior of a building and how together they create a coherent design.

Whether this coherence is established as a continuation of one single character or 
whether this is a creation of contrasting internal and external worlds, we think that 
they need to be considered as one.

In contemporary design there is often a fundamental disjunction between the shell 
of a building and its applied interior. We believe that through working independently 
or in collaboration with interior designers we can create spaces that are uplifting, 
characterful and add long term value to projects and places.

FCBStudios Interiors



Whether it be a new building or the remodelling of an existing building it is key 
that we gather a full understanding of the site, its atmosphere, materiality and its 
physical and historical context; the complexity of sites, their arrangement and 
recognition of which areas are most significant and why, is not always quickly or 
easily appreciated. The opportunity to develop the proposals for the interiors with 
both an intimate knowledge of the existing condition and a strong design concept for 
the contemporary layer, will ensure the most historically appropriate and coherently 
integrated response. We possess in-house capability to produce the highest quality 
visualisations in order to communicate exciting and accurate representations and 
options for the spaces.

Alexandra Palace

The regeneration of the East Wing of the ‘people’s palace’ has breathed new life into 
a much-loved cultural icon, integrating a new technical infrastructure while retaining 
the unique character of its historic spaces. These spaces offer their own particular 
delight and significance. The East Court was once a grand exhibition hall, part of a 
wider experience of promenade and spectacle so beloved of the Victorian public. 
The 19th-century theatre, dark for over eighty years, tells a story of grandeur overlaid 
with decades of alteration, damage and slow decay. All of this is integral to the 
character and atmosphere of the space. 

We use the term “arrested decay” to describe an approach of consolidation rather 
than restoration. In treating rooms as found spaces, the processes of deterioration 
have been addressed, elements that were unsafe or could not be viably repaired 
have been removed, added elements are legibly modern. 
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“The project offers a thrilling new interpretation of historical authenticity from which 
we can potentially recalibrate our entire view of conservation."

Ike Ijeh Building Design Magazine



Awards
2019 RIBA National Award
2019 RIBA London Conservation Award
2019 RIBA London Award
2019 AJ Architecture Awards, Heritage Category
2020 Civic Trust Awards AABC Conservation: Highly Commended
2018 Haringey Design Awards: Best Restoration Project and 
Best Project in Haringey
2019 NLA Conservation and Retrofit Award: Commendation



Bath Abbey

The Footprint project will include much needed new spaces and amenities, with a 
renewable energy heating system that uses Bath’s hot spring water. A Discovery 
Centre, that will tell the story of the Abbey, is created, as well as new education 
facilities and choir rehearsal spaces. New office spaces for the Abbey administrative 
staff and clergy are also created, in the adjacent Georgian terrace.

Once the works are complete, it will be possible to more fully appreciate the 
exceptional uniformity and delicate light of the perpendicular gothic interior of the 
Abbey. Distinctive for its large windows and fine tracery, the building has been known 
as the lantern of the west. 

Removal of the nave pews enhances the character and signficance of the building, 
by returning the interior to an arrangement not seen since before the late 19th century 
re-ordering, undertaken by Sir George Gilbert Scott. 

The corporation stalls and choir stalls are being returned to the east end. These 
elements are significant pieces of the Victorian period of the Abbey. The nave pews 
will be replaced with stackable chairs that can be arranged to suit the wide range 
of activities that take place in the Abbey, providing much-needed flexibility for 
contemporary worship and community events.

The new choir facilities are part of a series of reimagined spaces, hidden within the 
interior of the early 19th century Kingston Buildings. Their refined new interiors have 
been created from largely redundant cramped, dark and damp basement spaces 
within the Georgian building. They form rehearsal spaces which are generous, warm 
and light, with acoustic characteristics that have been designed specifically to suit 
choral music. The main rehearsal room, which is a double-storey oak-lined space, 
will be large enough to comfortably fit 40 people.
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Awards
2018 Bath Property Awards Transformation Category
2018 Bath Property Awards Winner of Winners



“What especially attracted us to working with them [FCBS] is their experience of 
working with historic listed buildings, coupled with a proven track record of providing 
innovative, sustainable and relevant solutions to their client’s needs.”

Charles Curnock, Bath Abbey’s Footprint Project Director, January 2015



Where possible we aim to proactively identify early in the process how and where 
specific interior elements can be incorporated to become an integral part of the 
architectural design, influencing the atmosphere of the spaces and the experience 
of the user.

Roehampton University Library

The new Library at the University of Roehampton is the centrepiece of an ambitious 
campus masterplan and characterised by a generous park and garden landscape 
that makes it unique among London’s universities. The aspiration was for an enduring 
architecture: a library building with gravitas and longevity. This is achieved through 
a clear architectural language; the colonnade activating the landscape and lake, the 
piano nobile floors and deeply recessed upper storey. This is continued with a simple 
palette of high quality materials; externally focussed around masonry and reveal, 
internally, the weaving of expressed pre-cast concrete structure and oak linings.

The interior is carefully organised to create a variety of spaces, for small and large 
groups and individual study, with a hierarchy based on acoustic layering that 
culminates in two silent study spaces on the top storey. A characterful aesthetic 
unifies internal finishes and spaces; including linings, acoustic treatments, fixed 
and loose furniture and lighting. The focus was on creating a warm and welcoming 
building, and the loose and fixed furniture were key to defining the overall flow of 
spaces, identifying key library services and the diverse range of study spaces. The 
materials, colours and textures used were intended to be distinctive and consistent, 
including the use of fabrics and colours in linings and loose furniture. We also 
worked closely with the wayfinding and signage consultant in their delivering of the 
finishing touches to a building where every element feels clearly part of an intentional 
whole, from the elegant oak wall linings to the stairs and cores, through to the fonts 
used on the room signage. 
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Awards
2018 RIBA National Award
2018 RIBA London Award
2018 New London Architecture: Education - commended

“Like all well-mannered classical buildings the library is symmetrically 
planned around a central space – in this case the atrium... Turning the 

corner, the effect is curiously calming. The light from six large skylights is 
softened and filtered as it reflects off slatted timber linings on every surface. 

Felt strips between the slats are in a random two-tone grey, with the mix 
becoming lighter further up the building... Occasional flashes of orange and 

turquoise cunningly reference the classic Penguin book spines.”

Pascal Madoc-Jones, Architecture Today June 2018





Manchester School of Art

Our approach was to express a modern interpretation of the traditional warehouse 
typology which made Manchester such a success through its textile trade in the 19th 
century. With its vast glazed façade, it is also a building that proudly showcases its 
students’ work to all who pass by: a ‘Window on the Arts’.

As a building for designers, and a place for teaching and learning about Art & Design 
the clarity and articulation of materials was crucial, as was the tonal and textural 
quality of the interior. 

The interiors are a study in concrete, with three distinct grades creating different 
atmospheres. Rough is used in back stairwells giving a sense of rawness and a 
factory aesthetic; double height cast concrete columns articulate the central spaces 
of the design shed, punctuated by four very special decorative concrete columns 
which were developed from an early 20th century wallpaper design by Lewis F 
Day, an eminent designer of his period, contemporary of Walter Crane a tutor at 
Manchester School of Art. 

A secondary but important material is the use of oak linings to the stairs and linking 
corridors which span the vertical gallery. These provide a warmth to soften the hard 
edges of steel and concrete which form the structure.

“The major refurbishment of a 1960s tower and new extension with open studios and 
workshops has been executed with great skill and innovation. Design excellence has 
been coupled with a visionary brief calling for staff and students to break traditional 
course divisions and work across disciplines. This is a building where the exploration 
of design and creativity will flourish.”

Judge’s Citation, RIBA Stirling Prize 2014 Shortlist
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Awards
2014 Education Estates Award HE project of the Year
2014 RIBA Stirling Prize Shortlist 
2014 Schueco Excellence Award: Education
2014 RIBA National Award
2014 RIBA Award: North West Regional
2013 Concrete Society Award: Best Education Building



Senate House, University of Bristol

The refurbishment and extension of Senate House seeks to deliver key student-
facing functions to the heart of the University of Bristol campus, creating a new 
central hub which acts as a welcome and a home to students throughout their 
time at the university. 

Some key moves when designing the refurbishment of the existing building were to 
replace the windows and expose the original 1960s concrete structure, improving 
the thermal and environmental performance of the building by activating the thermal 
mass of the slab and beams. Exposing the services has created a modern aesthetic 
for the building that gives it a new and unique identity within the campus. 

The project is heavily focused towards student wellbeing, and this has been a key 
influence on the design of the interiors. Hit and miss timber panelling has been used 
extensively throughout, acting as acoustic insulation whilst providing warmth to the 
spaces to complement the industrial character of the exposed concrete structure. 
The coffered timber ceiling in the extension has a big presence within the building, 
providing a recognisable feature within the design that enhances one’s sense of place. 

Colour and wayfinding also play an important role in the character of the spaces; 
University of Bristol red has been subtly weaved into the fabric of the building 
providing continuity throughout the entrance and circulation spaces, whilst a 
more varied colour palette has been incorporated into the main student spaces. 
The concept of ‘weaving’ has also been used for the wayfinding strategy and is 
a historic reference to the Bristol textile industry. This can be seen in a number of 
small details around the building; the black metal wayfinding panels have been folded 
around the timber wall linings, and a custom designed weave pattern has been used 
for the metal stair infill panels and glazing manifestation. 
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Middleport Pottery

Middleport Pottery is the home of ‘Burleigh Ware’ ceramics, and is one of the last 
working Victorian Potteries in the United Kingdom.

The building’s time-worn industrial character was very fragile and in danger of being 
lost to over-sanitised heritage commodification. Even though the buildings were 
at risk of collapse, their conservation could jeopardise everything about the site 
that the team hoped to save. The ‘light touch’ philosophy sought only to intervene 
where essential. The ‘new layer’ of contemporary design was founded on extensive 
analysis of the existing condition and a thorough understanding of the site’s history, 
quantifying those characteristics that gave the site its sense of place.

FCBS collaborated with Christina Moore (Games of Thrones Production Designer) on 
the interior design of the café. Local artists were brought in to create murals and the 
distinctive teapot lamp shades were made by potters working on the site. The cosy 
interior and canal side exterior of the café is a key to the Middleport Pottery brand.     

Middleport Pottery is a great example of circular economy in action. Rejects from 
the pottery production are recycled in the floor screeds. Look down and you will see 
the head of a ‘cow creamer’ or the handle of a ‘toby jug’ encapsulated in the floor. 
Trainee carpenters from the Prince’s Foundation repurposed salvaged timber to 
make the tabletops and planters for the cafe. Little went to waste, everything you see 
and touch has a story.  

The Pottery’s special character is its USP. It provides a stunning backdrop to BBC’s 
‘Great British Throw Down’, period dramas such as ‘Peaky Blinders’ and temporary 
installations such as ‘Weeping Poppies’, which attracted 60,000 visitors over 
three months.   

"The light-touch approach that is clearly key to 
the success of the project has been well managed 

through the construction phase, with sensitive repairs 
being favoured over replacement and restoration."

Judges' Comments Civic Trust Awards 2015, Middleport Pottery

Awards
2015 RIBA National Award
2015 RIBA West Midlands Awards: Building of the Year
2015 RIBA West Midlands Awards: Conservation Project of the Year
2015 RIBA West Midlands Awards: Regional Award
2015 Europa Nostra/ EU Prize for Cultural Heritage - Conservation

2015 Placemaking Awards: Best Heritage in Place-Making
2015 Civic Trust Awards: AABC Conservation Award
2015 Civic Trust Awards: Regional Finalist (North West)
2014 Heritage Open days Anniversary Awards: 
Community Champions
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V&A Raphael Court

In 2020, the V&A marked the 500th anniversary of Raphael’s death with the 
refurbishment of the Raphael Court, home to the iconic Raphael Cartoons, 
loaned to the V&A from the Royal Collection by Her Majesty The Queen.

The gallery had last been refurbished in the early 1990s and, since then, it had 
become unfeasible to maintain the outdated technology of the lighting. As a result, 
the artworks were poorly illuminated. This was exacerbated by the pale colour of the 
walls being several shades lighter than the overriding palette of Raphael’s work, with 
the effect that the Cartoons were pushed back visually. 

In a space that is all about the artworks, the Cartoons should appear to be the 
brightest surfaces even though the level of illumination, for conservation reasons, 
needed to be kept relatively low. The Raphael Court is a beautiful space with fine 
architectural detail and this could once more be brought out, but the room should 
nonetheless be a vessel for its contents rather than a dominating presence.

Our response relied on two key interventions: a change to the colour of the walls 
against which the Cartoons are displayed and state of the art lighting. We worked 
with lighting designers Studio ZNA, employing artwork lighting with beam shapers 
that illuminate the artworks with only a small amount of spill on to the adjacent wall 
surface. Space lighting is fully adjustable with RGBW (colour changing) fittings that 
allow the space to switch to a totally different character at the touch of a button.

The entrance to the Raphael Court is relatively small, but represents an important 
moment in the visitor experience. Its presence needed to be emphasised as a threshold 
to a different kind of gallery space. As Raphael’s Cartoons are set within gold frames so, 
as visitors enter it, the Raphael Court is framed by gold leaf applied to the arch’s deep 
reveal. This reflects light within the archway, lifting it out of relative obscurity and allowing 
it to hold its own against the grander entrance to the Fashion Gallery opposite.
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Condé Nast College of Fashion & Design

Condé Nast, the internationally renowned publishing house famous for such titles as 
Vogue, Tatler and House & Garden, commissioned FCBStudios to design a bespoke 
teaching environment in the heart of London’s Soho. The Condé Nast College of 
Fashion and Design now offers diplomas in a range of design-based courses.

The design brief was to create a multi-functional fashion and design school that 
could be adapted for both teaching and event hire. The scheme had to convey a 
strong sense of the Condé Nast brand while fitting in sympathetically with the 
Soho streetscape.

Working with two existing inter-connected buildings we responded sensitively in 
exposing the existing mixed brickwork to express the layered history of the building; 
enlargement of windows introduces this texture to the interior with emphasis on the 
light and shadow, the two essential elements forming gradation and defining the 
space within.

Awards
2014 AJ Retrofit Award: Higher Education Under £5m

“The challenge we gave to FCBS was to envision a brand new College building 
that fully reflected, albeit on a tight budget, the elegance, style and authority of the 
foremost magazine publishing company in the world. Suffice to say we couldn’t be 
more delighted with the result.”

Susie Forbes, Principal, Condé Nast College of Fashion and Design
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Leventis

A new art gallery with restaurant and apartments for the AG Leventis Foundation, a 
private foundation supporting educational, cultural and philanthropic causes which 
promotes Hellenic culture.

Carefully orientated openings provide views to the city, connecting the collection of 
art and artefacts to a broader cultural context. Daylighting from rooflights designed 
to exclude harmful UV, floods the galleries, the upper two stories of which are 
connected by light shafts. The quarries which supplied the stone for historic Nicosia 
lie within the occupied territory so we have used Palestinian limestone which sits 
easily in its context. 

Echoing the traditional use of slatted timber shutters, openings and balconies are 
screened with perforate metal panels, the bespoke patterning of which was inspired 
by William Morris’s olive leaf design. The bronze anodised aluminium (also used for 
curtain walling and glazing) is rendered almost the same colour as the stone in bright 
light, and as shutters are moved to admit or exclude sun the apparent solidity is 
transformed.
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Bath Abbey

The interior of Bath Abbey is a magnificent expression of Bath stone, beautiful 
stained glass windows and some of the finest fan vaulting in the world. The 
luminosity of the building’s interior is particularly breath-taking when the building 
is filled with sunlight.

Within the Abbey, the main focus is the work to repair and conserve the historic floor, 
revealing large parts of it for the first time in 150 years. The works will reveal all of 
the 891 carved grave stones on the Abbey floor and show us the names of nearly 
1500 people who have been commemorated there. The research, interpretation and 
conservation of the floor restores a crucial missing part of the story of Bath and its 
social history.

Installation of a fully addressable new LED lighting scheme also allows the building to 
be presented in many ways to suit the range of uses required by the Abbey to serve 
the congregation, wider community and over half a million annual visitors.
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“This project, in one of Bath's most iconic buildings requires sensitivity, imagination, 
diligence, creativity and multi-disciplinary engagement. Its success will echo down 
the years."

Judges Comments, Bath Property Awards 2018, Bath Abbey





Stanbrook Abbey

Stanbrook Abbey is a new home for the Conventus of Our Lady of Consolation, 
a Benedictine community of nuns who devote their lives to study, work and prayer. 
Relocating from their old Victorian home in Worcestershire, the nuns’ contemplative 
way of life required spaces that were simple, tranquil and beautiful, or as they put it 
in their monastic vision brief – a place where they could ‘pray always’.

The church is an exercise in designing with daylight, celebrating the position of the 
sun throughout the day and the year. The rising sun in the morning is diffused along 
a curving wall behind the altar. At midday it is reflected off the structural timber 
fins that form the south wall, and the evening light floods into the main body of the 
church, providing a constantly changing environment for their life of constant prayer.

Using a delicate palette of materials and innovative structural solutions we have 
created a set of spaces that are both inspiring in their visual connections to the 
surrounding landscape, and simple in their practical details. 

Careful attention to a delicate range of resources was the key element in the 
construction of Stanbrook Abbey and preference was given to materials which are 
renewable, recycled or have low embodied energy. We chose indigenous natural 
materials where possible and locally sourced timber was used to minimise the use 
of structural steel.

"Its straightforward palette of materials; oak, stone and copper, demonstrates a 
thorough ethos carried through from the sisters' brief. They live a simple disciplined 
lifestyle and the building truly reflects this in every element."

RIBA Yorkshire Awards 2016 Judges comments, Stanbrook Abbey

Awards
2020 EASA / National Churches Trust: Best Church Building of the Last 10 Years
2016 Wood Award: Education and Public Sector
2016  EASA / National Churches Trust Presidents' Award: New Building
2016 RIBA Stirling Prize Midlist
2016 RIBA National Award, RIBA Yorkshire Award, RIBA Yorkshire Building of the Year
2011 LABC North East Yorkshire Building Excellence Award: Best Community Building
2010 Civic Trust Award
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Specification of materials are borne from a full understanding and appreciation of 
craftsmanship and the richness that it brings to projects. Wherever possible we seek 
to work with like-minded individuals to achieve high quality bespoke finishes.

Hotel du Vin Exeter

FCBStudios designed the reconfiguration of the Grade 2 listed former Eye hospital 
in Exeter to create a 59-bed hotel with restaurant, bar and spa. The project included 
design of the interiors and commissioned artworks for the hotel.

We sought to harness the Edwardian institutional character of the former eye 
hospital, whilst retaining and adding to the architectural ornament and detail that 
exists in the entrance lobby, meeting rooms, reception and south lounge. We created 
contemporary spaces in the infill courtyard, the existing refurbished restaurant and 
to the new third floor, where glazed walls to the bedrooms command views out over 
the Devon countryside. The storage and furniture layouts are specific to each of the 
59 bedrooms. The bathrooms are also tailored to each room, whilst still retaining the 
coherence of the hotel’s identity.

Our aspiration was to draw on the very best of UK design and manufacture in the fit 
out of the hotel; we selected furniture by Russell Pinch, Matthew Hilton, Tom Dixon 
and Channels in addition to bespoke elements such as the curvaceous zinc topped 
bar by Benchmark and the iconic spherical oak reception point by sculptor Alison 
Crowther. The palette of materials includes timber, leather, silk, wool and velvet.
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“Contemporary Wonderland."

Alastair Sawday's Guides





Awards
2013 Food & Travel Magazine Readers Award: 
City Hotel of the Year



V&A Raphael Court

The Raphael Court is an exercise in the curation of the space through a series of
adjustments that, cumulatively, have transformed it in a radical way. The result is 
a gallery that gives visitors room to contemplate the artworks and to engage with 
them in their own way. 

As part of this transformation we designed new gallery furniture. Before 
refurbishment, a ‘race track’ arrangement with a central line of benches fixed 
a single viewing position for each Cartoon. New benches open up a wider range 
of relationships between the visitors, the artworks, and each other.

Based on a circular motif found in the floor of the Sistine Chapel (for which the 
tapestries made from Raphael’s Cartoons were commissioned) these benches set 
up a more dynamic and interactive experience for visitors to follow their own path 
through the space. Their tectonic is drawn from the modest joinery pieces depicted 
in Raphael’s Cartoons, which we have expressed in clean-lined oak frames with 
upholstered seats and backs.

The grouped, curved benches facilitate interaction between visitors (sitting or standing 
in the space between the benches) but also allow people to sit on the outside of the 
curve for a closer view of the Cartoons. The curved form also breaks down the static 
arrangement of benches in front of Cartoons and opens up oblique views along the 
length of the room, to a longer view of the gallery and the artworks it contains.

The large size and clear floorspace of the Raphael Court makes it the most important 
venue in the museum for out-of-hours events, so the furniture had to be easy to 
move by hand. All furniture is designed to be cleared from the space in a matter
of minutes. 
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Middle image: Detail from Raphael Cartoon, The Death of 
Ananias, 1515 – 16, at the V&A. Photo © Hufton+Crow. 
Courtesy Royal Collection Trust / Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II 2021 



We seek to collaborate with like-minded individuals and organisations in order to:

• Appreciate the creative process and environment
• Understand the ‘making’ process
• Commit to the environment

Alexandra Palace Foyer and Creativity Pavilion

The East Court, a vaulted, glazed exhibition hall with a scale and character 
reminiscent of a Victorian railway terminus, has been brought back to life as an 
extremely generous foyer space for the theatre which, during the daytime, serves 
as the public face of Alexandra Palace. Seen as an extension of the park, it is freely 
open to all as a welcoming place to stop for a coffee, to learn about the people and 
events that make up the palace’s extraordinary history. 

A striking addition to the East Court is a new floor, painted as a 1000m² graphic 
installation by artists, Art + Believe, very much in the spirit of the palace as a place 
of fun and spectacle.

The Creativity Pavilion in this space provides a new home for the charity’s Creative 
Learning programme. The pavilion has the flexibility to be transformed and adapted 
for a range of activities. The upper levels of the space form a light box, whilst below a 
series of fixed and moveable panels enable the space to be enclosed from the rest of 
the East Court or opened up to become part of the larger space. 

The Creativity Pavilion provides a welcoming, inspiring and modern fit-for-purpose 
facility which contributes to the vibrancy of the newly restored East Wing.
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The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care, RUH Bath

Understanding the impact that colour can have on our mental health and well-being 
led researchers to demonstrate a distinct lowering of stress levels within both staff 
and patients. 

The Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care has been transferred from a small cramped 
facility into a pioneering new home. The unit has been designed to provide the 
spaces with a visual connection with the outside and the changing day, and seasons, 
and to minimize where possible, reliance on artificial light. At lower level, a window 
seat has been incorporated into each room providing an external focus for moments 
of quiet reflection. 

The opportunity to expose the timber internally was maximised. This creates a sense 
of calm, which, when combined with the quality of daylight and sunlight, helps lower 
stress levels and lift the spirits for the parents and the staff.

Awards
2012 RIBA Award: National & South West Client of the Year
2012 Building Better Healthcare Award: Best Inpatient Facility Design
2012 Design & Health International Academy Award: Int Sustainable 
Design & Int Health Project (Under 40,000 sqm): Highly Commended
2012 RICS Award (National): Highly Commended
2012 SW Built Environment Awards: Project of the Year & Innovation

“The uplifting light filled interior calmly provides for the clinical needs of the sick 
premature babies, the emotional needs of parents and the functional working 
environment for doctors, nurses and maintenance teams. Altogether it is an 
exemplary integrated design... This quiet building demonstrates what thoughtful 
practice, with a strong client dialogue and engagement, can bring to both brief 
development and technical opportunities and has set a standard that could be a role 
model for similar future development.The Jury were impressed by the intelligence and 
moved by sensitivity of this building.”
RIBA Awards 2012 Jury, Dyson Centre for Neonatal Care
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V&A Raphael Court

The refurbished Grade I listed Aston Webb gallery transforms the way museum 
visitors experience the cartoons through subtle changes to the architecture and a 
radical change to the décor of the space. The new decorative scheme helps to focus 
attention and reveal the Raphael Cartoons’ extraordinary details and vibrant palette.

A key decision was to make the walls darker, rather than lighter, than the artworks. 
Against a dark backdrop with finely tuned lighting, the Cartoons could be given a 
‘light box’ quality, appearing almost to glow. 

When deciding on colour, we looked to the Cartoons themselves, specifically to 
the backgrounds of scenes that Raphael had painted. Architectural backgrounds, 
largely to interior scenes, have a palette of warm or stone-coloured greys. Sky and 
landscape backgrounds recede to blue-greens. While the gallery walls should be 
read as backdrop, it is the presence of a deep colour, as opposed to the neutrality 
of dark grey, that can hold and unify the contents of the room. For this reason we 
investigated dark blues and greens, similar in hue to the landscape backgrounds but, 
to bring the artworks forward, deeper in tone.

Apart from the colour hue, the intensity or saturation of the colour was also of critical 
importance. A saturated colour, even though dark in tone, would exert too strong 
a presence and begin to overpower the artworks. We undertook colour trials within 
the Raphael Court using painted plywood panels that could be placed alongside 
the Cartoons. Through this process we selected ‘Hague Blue’ (by Farrow & Ball) 
which harmonises with the greenish-blues of the skies and the bluish-greens of 
the landscape background. It is quite dark, so recedes visually, while having a 
comparable colour saturation to that of the Cartoons. It is vivid but not overpowering.
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Raphael Cartoon, The Sacrifice at Lystra, 1515 – 16. Photo: © Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London. Courtesy Royal Collection Trust / Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II 2021 
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